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king ;x M. Richard le Grant,* provided to Canterbury in
1228-9 ; M. Roger Weseham,3 provided to Coventry and
Lichfield in 1245, at t'ie instance, as it is suggested, of
Bishop Grosseteste, with protests from the king's proctor;
M. John Gervais,4 at Rome when provided to Winchester
in 1262 ; M. Robert Kilwardby, provided to Canterbury in
I272.5 Finally, M, Edmund of Abingdon was nominated
by Gregory IX to the see of Canterbury; but in this case
the monks were allowed to celebrate a formal election in
England,6
The papal provision took place before the royal assent;
it was an act of papal power. Except in the case of M.
Richard le Grant it is probable that the king and his
proctors were not privy to the appointments.7 Only in the
provisions of Poore and Roger Weseham is it mentioned
on whose recommendation the popes acted.
Inferences seem obvious. Out of nine elections of
monks by monastic chapters, only one was confirmed at
the papal court. In dealing with the monks in a preceding
chapter, it was realized that there was some prejudice in
the court and among scholars against monks entering the
episcopate; monks who were local men, unversed in affairs,
could not fulfil all the duties which fell upon the bishop.
The Papacy alone was the means through which such an-
opinion could determine the personnel of the episcopate.
It successfully circumvented the exclusive tendencies of
great monastic houses like Canterbury, Durham, and
Coventry, and in so doing, not only helped to give a non-
local character to the English episcopate, but brought about
the appointment of a singularly distinguished group of
learned seculars. A comparison of the list of rejected
candidates, with the list of appointments will show this.
The Papacy, indeed, with the secular cathedrals, was the
1 Reg, St. Osmund, ii. 90-2 ; Hist. Dunelm. Serif. Tres, p. 40 5 Royal Letters,
i»39-
a Above, p. 79.	3 Chron. Maj. iv. 424-5.
4	CaL Papal Letters, i. 378 5 Ger*u. of Canterbury, ii. 218. Gervais was a papal
chaplain.
5	CaL Papal Letters, i. 442.
6	Reg* Wend, iii. 50-15 CaL Papal Letters, i. 136; Wallace, St. Edmund of
Canterbury, Appendix, p. 609.
7	Chron. Maj* iv, 412, 426.

